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IN THE EYE OF THE HURRICANE is the account of 1 southern rural family's journey from the shock
of a diagnosis of autism to the victory of a National Young Scholar in the 99.9 percentile. Their
efforts unquestionably established therapists and Doctors back on their heels. Also includes source
anc contact details for additional hurting parents. Their methodology and their faith are exposed with
humor and tears.
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Great book for anybody who knows very little about Autism This was a required reading for a class
I was consuming school that I wasn't looking towards initially, but once I started it, I loved it. Atheists
and Agnostics beware: the writer is deeply religious, starts all chapters with scripture, and talks
about Christianity A WHOLE LOT. Her honest portrayal of a parent of a child with special
requirements, was so realistic that I relived feelings and noticed my thoughts mimicked more than
once in her written phrase. Seriously inspiring, and you'll be amazed at the transformation her boy
makes with some effort by her and her family. Recommended reading for all touched simply by
special needs children As the parent of a kid with DS, Juli Liske's In the attention of the Hurricane
was recommended to me. Knowledge Autism through this family! Excellent insight in to the life of an
autistic family. This publication is a must for anyone who is working w/autism or thinks they may be!
It is a story of real love, sacrifice, and rewards. Would like to,see what her son does now Very
encouraging Great Encouragement for the family of a newly diagnosed kid. We discovered our
grandson isn't the only one that doesn't allow us sing any more! Real World. Really Impressive. A
riveting browse that plunges deep into one family's world of autism. This readable book is a must
read for all those touched by a person with "different skills," including parents, grandparents,
teachers, close friends, aunts, uncles, therapists, and school bus drivers. Ben was changed from a
child who was uncontrollable to a fantastic accelerated learner. And, therein lies, in part, the
motivation and encouragement this publication gifts the reader. Another present for readers is
learning the way the Liske family members burrowed in and developed an innovative home-spun
intervention team, which can be a lesson in imagination and ingenuity. What outcomes is the culling
of a fantastic small boy and a mother's trip from despair into the genuine realization of autism's
unique blessings. A worthy addition to anyone's autism library! This book is inspirational, authentic,
down to earth in its honesty and style, and should provide as a model for various other parents
who encounter frustration and ineffectiveness in the professional therapeutic community. To read it is
to talk about in the trip of the Liske family members, not just from rural Eastern Kentucky to Middle
Tennessee, but also in their journey from brokenness to curing, from helplessness to empowerment,
and from despair to wish. Add in the difficulties of keeping expectations as high as possible, and it's
really little wonder many families lose hope, give up the fight, and accept the status quo. That is, the
struggle between the desire to do anything, everything that it is possible to for your son or daughter
with autism to help ease his way and lessen his problems, and alternatively, the innate
understanding a parent offers that despite what the globe would have you believe, your child is
perfect just as he is. There is usually a very difficult struggle that parents of children on the autism
spectrum arrive to know.In the attention of the Hurricane may be the story of a family group calling
on their inner reserve of faith to embrace that struggle and utilize it as a way to a richer life for
themselves, and especially for his or her son, Ben. This story of how the Liske's crafted a program
for Ben where no system existed, and are continuing to learn to challenge him in the methods he
needs to bring out the unique, wonderful person that he will become, is a story which will inspire
and challenge Most of us to become better parents to your own children.John Shouse, Parent2nd
Vice Chair, Autism Culture of AmericaPast President, Autism Society of Middle Tennessee A Model
For Home-Based Therapeutic Design As a Licensed Psychotherapist and Behavioral Administration
Consultant in private practice, I give my strong and enthusiastic applause to the message of this
book. Too often, parents bring their challenging kids to us "professionals" to "fix", and display no
motivation to become a fundamental element of a therapeutic group. Harvey's review of "In the Eye
of the Hurricane": In the Eye of the Hurricane can be an enlightening and refreshing story of how a
family in need can go above adversity and develop their own solutions to the down sides they face.
The Liskes refused to conform to the limited resources and therapeutic strategies obtainable through



standard avenues. Juli's sincere writing style drew me into her encounter and to Ben's story, to the
extent that it was hard to create the reserve down. The resulting changes have been amazing. John
Shouse's overview of "In the attention of the Hurricane": Juli Liske's In the Eye of the Hurricane is a
profoundly beautiful and moving book. I recommend "In THE ATTENTION Of The Hurricane", and
personally anticipate the sequel.B. Kerry Dark brown, LCSW, MSW, CBALicensed
PsychotherapistBehavioral Management ConsultantCertified Family Regulation MediatorCertified
Parenting Coordinator Dr. I completely endorse the manuscript and believe it will provide other
parents who've children with disabilities with wish and inspiration. My work with children in the
autistism spectrum is usually, and usually has been, a lot more about parent teaching than "children
fixing". Rather than be inhibited by the lack of available services when their young child was
diagnosed with autism, Juli and Gordon designed a structured curriculum incorporating direct
instruction and best practices. Their "never-give-up" love for Ben changed his globe and theirs from
a hurricane of behavioral destruction to a post-storm globe of daily question as Ben's true intellectual
abilities continue steadily to emerge and develop. This is simply not a book about a wealthy family
members with various money, personnel, and resources. Mark T.Dr. of Particular Education,
Vanderbilt University A MUST READ This book is incredibly inspirational for individuals who love
someone on the spectrum! Harvey, BCBA, PhDDept. Mark T. Great read Very informative . There is
nothing we wouldn't do for our children and this book reveals the strength and determination of the
family through their journey. Your center will be touched and your lifestyle will be blessed! Worth the
read! The reserve had not been what I expected it to become, but everything a book can be.
Instead, they educated themselves about behavioral principles, and developed their personal home-
based, intensive, therapeutic behavioral strategies that brought Ben, their autistic son, back to them.
If you can see through that, it's an excellent read. The tenacity and strenght of personality, that led
her down the road to unlocking the entranceway of her autistic son's capabilites is admirable. The
actual fact that she didn't give up her son, even though experienced professionals were not so
positive in assisting her program was inspirational. I completed the book feeling educated about
autism, supported by her scripture quotations, and carefully chastised by her perseverence and
resourcefulness. Writer Juli Liske spins a genuine lifestyle but atypical autism tale of two rural,
operating-class parents who confront discouraging, deeply entrenched and disturbing manifestations
of the disorder with sheer grit and admirably relentless determination.
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